
ADDLNDA TO "SUPPLEMENT TO CATALOGUE" ^

METROPOLITAN PHILATELIST. New York. 1890- The second word of
the title in the " Supplement to the Catalogue " is misspelt " Philaletist." 

MONTHLY ADVERTISER. The monthly advertiser.
Liverpool, Edward Moore and Co., 1862. 

8° 8 in. No. j, December I5th, 1862.
Add to note. Copies of the number were also issued with the title reading 

" The Stamp Collector's Monthly Advertiser," as on No. 2 of the journal. Both 
varieties of No. i were printed from the same setting-up of the type, all the broken 
type-letters throughout each of them occupying corresponding positions, and 
beyond the addition of the words " The Stamp Collectors' " to the title the only 
slight difference between them consists in the imprint at the foot of the last page
—" Liverpool :—Printed by T. S. McGhie & Co., 12 Cable-street "—having shifted 
a little to the right in the last variety.

This was the first journal entirely devoted to Philately that was published in 
any country. Much has been written by collectors of philatelic literature concern 
ing this epoch-making publication, but no one has ever mentioned that No. i 
existed with two different titles. It was a great surprise, therefore, when I 
recently found an example with the form of title the publishers adopted for 
No. 2. This was in a copy of Vol I of the journal in the cloth binding 
provided by the publishers.

Continued as
—— The stamp collector's review and monthly advertiser.

Liverpool, Hdward Moore and Co., etc., 1863-64.
Add to note. Some copies of the title-page to Vol. I have an error in the imprint 

at the back, the word " Printers " being misspelt " I'rnten.." A combined index 
and notes to the nineteen numbers of the journal was compiled by Mr. William K. 
Ricketts, F.K.P.S.L., and wjs published as a supplement to the Collectors Chit 
Philatelist, New York, in April, 1927.
PERFORATOR. Hartford, Conn., etc., 1897-1901. Add to note in the " Supple 

ment to the Catalogue." Vol. II, No. 9, is numbered " Old series, volume XIV,
number 6" and there is noNo.sof that voluincof the" oldseries." Vol.XXIV,
No. I, is found on yellowish paper as well as on white. 

PHILATELIC CRITIC. London, 1887-88. Add to note in the " Supplement to
the Catalogue." No. i is wrongly dated " April, 1886," instead of " April,
1887," but the wrapper has the correct dale. 

PHILATELIC ERA. Portland, Me., 1889-94. Add to note. Vol. VII, Nos. 1-9,
arc numbered Vol. VI, but the wrappers arc numbered correctly. 

PHILATELIC IKTER-OCEAN. Waterloo. la., 1899-1907. Add to note. Vol. V,
No. 2. is numlwred " No. i " in error. Nus. U.MJU have the word " The "
preceding the title. 

PHILATELIC REVIEW, llmldmfchl, }V*s, 1890. The first word of the title
in the " Catalogue " is misspelt " Phlatelic." 

PHILATELIQUE ORIENTAL. Car/on. 1905. Add to note. The word " La "
before the title should read " Lc." 

POSTA MONDIALE. Lhorno. 1873-74. Add to note. No. I, dated July, 1873,
was not published until August 1st, hence No. 2 was dated September. No. 4
has the heading inverted.




